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' 2301248
AMPLIFYING CIRCUIT AND METHOD FOR DETERMINING

OPTIMAL BIAS VOLTAGES THEREIN

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to amplifying circuits of electronic equipment.
The invention is applicable to, but not limited to, amplifying circuits of

mobile radio units.

Background of the Invention

An amplifier is an electronic circuit which accepts an electrical input
and provides an electrical output such that there is a prescribed relationship

between the input and output signal s. The amplifier circuit requires an
amplifying device to perform the signal ampHfication operation. For the

majority of amplification devices, such as bipolar jimction transistors^ field-

effect transistors (FETs) etc., the amplifying device requires specific bias

voltages/currents to be applied to the device terminals* to ensxire that*the

device operates correctly and -provides the desired output signal.

One problem associated witli tlie design of amplifier circuits is that the
desired bias voltage/current varies firom device to device, especially between
different production batches, even when the devices are to be used for the
same appHcation. Hence, for some applications, there is a need for an
adaptive bias network design,'instead ofa fixed bias network design, to

accommodate for variations in amplifying device characteristics.

In particular, for metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS)FET appUcations,
the bias voltage needs to be precisely arranged around the threshold voltage

of the MOSFET device, to avoid excessive drain ciureiit consumption of the
device, as known to those skilled in the art. There are several methods of

biasing MOSFETs to achieve very precise bias voltages on the MOSFET gate
terminal. These methods involve using ajfixed voltage reference, arranged to

be at a higher voltage than the mammum possible'threshold voltage of the
MOSFET device, and a potential divider network. ' Currently, the resistance

of a resistive element located in brie ofthe arins of the potential divider is

adjusted, e.g. by laser trimming, in order to adjust an output of the potential

divider network to a desired yoltage."^ More'specifically, a value of the

resistive element is selected such that it delivers a voltage that is below the
lowest possible threshold voltage 6i the atnplifying device prior to any
trimming. Clearly, as the resistive element is trimmed, its resistance.
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together with the v6ltage across the resistive element, increases. The
trimming process is complete when the gate bias voltage has reached a
desired voltage level, with the optimal bias point being determined by
measxiring the drain current of the amplifyiixg device. The acciiracy in

setting the gate bias voltage is dictated by the accuracy of the trinmiing

process. ; : . . ,

A problem associated with using a laser trimming proceiss is

"overshoot", which results in excessive trimming of the resistive element and
hence, a non-optimal gate bias voltage setting. Laser trimming stations are
also very expensive and hence, are not usable in *the field' for repairing or

replacing amplifier devices and circuits. Consequently board swapping or

radio unit exchanging is ciorrently a more expedient solution for the repair of
a faulty amplification circuit.

Thus, it is desirable to have an accurately biased amplifying circuit

with a method of optimally setting the gate bias voltage. It would also be
beneficial to have an artangernent for re-optimising the gate bias voltage

settings in 'the field , to allow for remote fitting of replacement amplifier

devices having different operational characteristics.

RiiTnTTiflrv of the Invention

In a first aspect of the present invention, an amplifying circuit is

provided comprising an amplifying device having an input, an output and a
direct current supply ibr providing direct current to the amplifying device.

The amplifying circuit further comprises ia bias voltage connection for setting
a bias voltage at the ihput of the amplifying device and a current sensing
means for measuring the direct current supplied to the amplifying device and
for providing a first signal representative of the supplied direct current. The
amplifying circuit fiuther comprises an analog-to-digital converter which is

operably coupled to the current sensing means for digitizing the first signal,

output firom the current sensing means, to provide a digitized fir^t signal. A
processing device is included which is operably cioupled to the analog-to-

digital converter for processihg'the digitized first signal and for providing a
digital bias voltage control sijgnial to a digitai-to-analog converter* The digital

bias voltage control signal is converted to an analog bias voltage control

signal by the digital-to-anal6g converter ta adjust the bias voltage at the
input to the anaplifying device. Fi%T6rdbly t coupled to
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a memory element for storing the bias voltages and corresponding direct

cijrrent supply levels.

In this manner, an optimal bias voltage of the amplifying device is

advantageously controlled according ito the direct cttrrent supplied to the

amplifying device.
, ^ •

PVeferably the current sensing means comprises a shunt resistor,

operably coupled to the direct current supply of the ampUfying device for

providing a signal representative of the direct current supplied to the

amplifying device, and a direct current araplifier for providing an amplified

direct current level signal to the analog-tb-digital converter. The direct

current supplied to the amplifying device is calculated by dividing the voltage

signal, measured at the input to the analog-to-digital converter, by a resistive

caUbration factor. The resistive calibration factor is equal to the value of the
shxmt resistance in the current sensing means multipUed by the voltage gain
ofthe direct current amplifier.

In this manner, the leyel ofdirect current supphed to the amplifying
device is easily determined from the first signal input to the analog-to-digital

converter.

In a second aspect of the present invention, an amplifying circuit is

provided comprising a field-effect transistor haying an input, an output, a
direct current supply for providing direct current to the field-effect transistor,

and a bias voltage pontrol input for controlling a bias voltage at the input of

the field-effect transistor, llie ampUfying ciit^ a
processing device for processing operational information of the field-effect

transistor and for providing a bias voltage control signal. A digital-to-analog

converter is also provided, operably coupled,to the bias voltage control input
of the field-effect transistor, for converting the digital bias voltage control

signal to an analog bias yoltage. control signal to adjust the bias voltage at

the input to the field-effect transistor. ^
„

.
In.this maimer, the bias voltage input to the field-effect transistor is

adjusted according to the operational information of the fidd-effect

trapsistpr, processed by the processing device. „

V In a third aspect of the present invention a programming means is

provided comprising 4 radio unit haying a processing device for receiving

communications from, a remote contrpUer and a direct current input for

receiving a .cfirect current ppv^er soxirc^ programming means further

coQyf)ri^^^ ,a .rernoteQiOT coupled to the direct
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current input ofthe radio iinit for providing a second signal indicative of the

direct current supplied to the radio unit, and a remote controller, operably
coupled to the processing device of the radio unit and the remote current

sensing means, for prograimning bias voltage information into the processing

device of the radio imit dependent upon the level of the second signal.

In this manner, bias voltage information is programmed into the

processing device ofthe radio xmit by the remote controller.

Preferably, the processing device is operably coupled to a memory
element and the remote controller is either a field programming unit for

remotely programming bias voltage information into the memory element or

a factoiy test system for pre-progranmiing bias voltage information into the
memory element during manufactiire of the radio unit. Advantageously, re-

optimisation of the gate bias voltage settings in 'the field* is possible,

permitting the remote fitting ofreplacement amplifier devices.

In a fourth aspect ofthe present invention, a method of determining
optimal bias voltages for an amphfying circuit having an amplifying device is

provided. The amphfying device has input and output ports and a direct

current supply operably coupled to a current sensing means. The amplifying
circuit also includes an analog-to-digital converter, operably coupled to the
current sensing means, a microprocessor and a digital-to-analog converter for

providing bias voltage control to the input ofthe amplifying device. The
method comprises the steps of measuring the direct ciirrent supphed to the

amplifying circuit at the cuirent sensing means, providing an indication of
the direct ciureht supply to the analog-to-digital converter, and processing
the direct current supply information at the processing device. The method
fiirther comprises the steps of comparing the direct current supphed to the
analog-to-digital converter to the bias voltage output firom the digital-to-

analog converter, at the microprocessor, and adjusting the digital-to-analog

converter output until a required bias voltage is achieved.

In this manner, the known bias voltage input to the amplifying device

is compared to the direct current supphed to the amphfying device and
adjusted accordingly:' Advantageously, an optimal setting for the bias voltage
of each and every amplifying de\ace, independent of the varying operational

characteristics of the amplifying devices, are obtained.

Preferably the input port to the aniplifying device is initially disabled,

without removing the bias voltage control In addition, the direct current
supplied to the remairidiBr of theWdib linit is subtracted from the total level
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of direct current supplied to the radio unit, to determine the level of direct

current supplied to the amphfying circuit. In a preferred feature the method

further comprises the advantageoiis step of storing values for bias voltages

and the corresponding: direct cxarrent supply levels into a memory element of

5 the processing device to be retrieved for future internal re-programming of

bias voltages of the amplifying circuit*

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be described, by way
of example only, with reference to the,drawings. ,

10 Brief Description of the.Drawings

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an amplifying circuit according to a

preferred embodiment of the first aspect of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a programming means, for programming

15 bias voltage information into a radio xmit, according to a preferred

embodiment of the second aispecit of the invention.

. FIG. 3 is a flowchart des^cxibing a method for,determining optimal bias

voltages in accordance with the preferred embodiments of the inventions of

FIG. lor FIG. 2.

20 -

Detailed Description of the Drawings

Referring first to FIG, 1, a block diagram of an amplifying circuit 10

according to a preferred embodiment of the.invention is shown. The
2 5 amphfying circuit 10 comprises an amplifying device 11 e.g. a metal oxide

semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), having drain (D), gate (G)

and source (S) terminals. A voltage 18 is suppUed to the drain terminal of

the amphfying device 11 via a shxmt resistor 16 and a radio frequency (RF)

choke 14- The drain terminal of the amplifying device 11 is also connected to

30 an output port via an output matching circuit 12. The amphfying device 11

receives an input signal onto its gate terminal via an input matching circuit

22 and a direct current (dc) blocking capadtpr 20: Bias voltage is also input

to the gate terminal
,
via the bias yoltege input 24. .The source terminal of the

amphfying device 11 is connected to a zero dc voltage.point (earth). The

3 5 supply voltage at the.input of the shiint resistor 16 and the voltage at the

output of the shunt resistor 16 are connected to the input of a dc amplifier 34

. , . via.paths .26. and.28.i The dc:,amplifier 34 has a supply voltage. 30 and is
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connected to earth via path 32. The dc amplifier output 36 is input to an
anadog-to-digital converter (ADC) 38, which is operably coupled to a
processing device 40, e.g. a microprocessor, and a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) 42. The processing device 40 is connected to a inemory unit 46,

5 containing random access memory (RAM) and read only memory (ROM)
facilities, and an electronically erasable programmable read only memory
(EEPROM) 44, used as a codeplug personality for the processing device 40.
The DAC output is operably coupled to the bias voltage input 24 of the
amplifying device 11.

10 In operation, the amplifying device 11 is activated by the appUcation of
• a supply voltage 18 and the operating mode of the amplifying device 11 is

determined by the bias voltage input 24, which sets a bias voltage at the
input of the amplifying device 1 1: A current sensing raeans comprises the
shunt resistor 16, operably coupled to the direct current supply of the

15. amplifying device 11, to provide a first signal representative of the direct
current supplied to the ainpHfying device 11. The curreit sensing means
further comprises the dc amplifier 34 for providing an amplified first signal
to theanailbg-to-digital converter 38. In this manner the current sensing
means measures the direct current (drain current (Id)) suppUed to the

2 0 amphfying device 11. The draih current (Id) drawn by the amplifying device
11 is proportional to the voltage drop across the shunt resistor 16. This
voltage drop is input to the dc^pUfier 34, ofgain g', to provide an input
voltage "VaDC' (first signal) to the a[nalog-to-digitaI converter (ADC) 38
which is representative of the shunt voltage 'Vshunt" multiplied by the gain

25 g- of the dc ampUfier 34, e.g. VadC = g* Vshunt- The gain 'g of the dc
ampUfier 34 is chosen for best operating conditions of the ADC 38. The ADC
38 is operably coupled to the current sensing means for digitizing the first
signal from the current sensing m;eans to provide a digitized first signal. The
processing device 40 processes the digitized first signal, to'determine the

3 0 drain current drawn by the ampUfying device 1 1, and provides a digital bias
voltage control signal to a digital-to-analbg converter (DAC) 42. The DAC 42
converts the digital bias voltage coiitrol signal to ah analog bias voltage
control signM which controls the bias voltage at the in^put of the' amplifying
"device. :. ,

'.. •
.•

• .
-• .-.

•

35 The use of such a self-biasing arrangenient is based on the capability
of the processing device 40 to accurately determine the drain current of the
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amplifying device 11, by calibrating the amplifying circuit 10. A resistive

calibration factor G is obtained by solving the following equations:

Ip = ( Vshunt /Rshunt ) > [1] , .

where Vshvmt = VaDQ / S

If the calibration factor G is defined as:

G = Rshunt*g .
[2]

Id = VadC /G [3]

Advantageously the bias voltage of the amplifying device 11 is

continuously optimised according to the operating mode of the amplifying

circuit 10. This continuous optimisation is accompUshed, at the processing

device 40, by dividing the voltage input to theADC 38 (VADC) by the pre-

calculated calibration factor (G) to obtain the drain cxirrent (Id) for a

particular operating mode. The self-biasing process needs only to be :/

performed once during the manufapturing process pr alternatively in the

,*field' should a defective amplifying device 11 be replaced.

Referring now to FIG. 2, a block diagram ofa programming means 60

for programming bias voltage information into a radio unit 62, according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention is shown, A progranmiing means 60

comprises a radio imit 62, operabfy coupled via a communication link 82 to a

remote controller. The remote controller is either a factory test system 86 or

a field programmer 88. The remote controller is operably coupled to an
remote current sensing mreans, e.g. an ammeter 84, coimected in the voltage

supply hne 90 to the radio unit 62. : The radio imit 62 comprises an
amplifying circuit, supphed by a drain current Id, together with other radio

stages supphed by a supply current lo- The total current supplied to the

radio unit 62, Isuppiy, is input to a current sphtter 68 which divides Isuppiy into

lo and Id. The radio .unit 62 is provided with a dc supply via the battery

connector 72. The amplifying circuit comprises an amphfying device 64 e.g. a

metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), having three

terminajs, drain (D), gate (G) and source (S).. The drain current is applied to

the idrai^i terminal of the amphfying device 64 via a RF choke 66. The drain

terminal, D, and the gate terminal, G, of the amphfying device are also

connected to additional input and output circuits within the amplifying

circuit. Bias yplt^age, is input to the; giate terminal via the bias voltage input

74. The bias voltage is supphed fi-om a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 76,
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which is operably coupled to a processing device 78, e,g, a microprocessor.
The processing device 78 is connected to memory elements 79 and a digital

interface 80; which is operably. coupled to the remote controller via the
commimication link 82.

In operation, the remote current sensing means, e.g. an ammeter 84,
registers the direct current suppUed to the radio unit 62. The ammeter 84 is

operably coupled to the direct current input of the radio xmit 62 for providing
a second signal indicative of the direct current suppUed to the radio imit 62.

The supplied direct current is a combination of the drain current Iq suppUed
to the amplifying device 64 and the current suppUed to the other stages 70 of
the radio imit lo- Hence, if lo is known, the drain current Id, for a particular
mode of operation of the radio unit 62, is determined from a reading on the
ammeter 84. The remote controller, i.e; the factory test system 86 or the field

programmer 88, is operably coupled to the processing device 78 of the radio
unit 62 and the remote current sensing means. The remote controller

programs bias voltage information into the processing device 78 of the radio
xmit 62 dependent upon the level of the second signal.

In this manner, and advantageously, the bias voltage of the amplifying
device 64 is optimally programmed in the field for the dififerent operating
modes of the amplifying circuit. Hence, should a defective amplifying device

64 be replaced, the amplifying circuit is re-programmed to operate optimally
for the particular characteristics of the new amplifying device.

Preferably, the processing device 78 of the radio unit 62 is operably
coupled to a memory element 79 and the remote controller is either a field

programming unit 88, for remotely programming bias voltage information
into the memory element 79, or a factoiy test system 86 for pre-programming
bias voltage information into the memory element 79 during manufacture of
the radio xmit 62. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the memory
element also stores optimal bias voltages for different temperatures of the
ampUfying device 64 and operating frequencies of the radio xmit 62 in

addition to the drain current Id information.

A method for determining optimal bias voltages for an amplifying
circxiit is provided which can be implemented in conjxmction with either of
the preferred embodiments of the invention described above in each of which
the ampUfying circuit has an ampUfyihg device with input and output ports,
a direct current sxlpply to the amplifying device which is operably coupled to

a cxirrent sensing means, an analog-to-digital converter operably coupled to
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the current sensing means, a processing device and a digital-to-analog

converter for providing a bias voltage! to the amplifying device. The method

comprises the steps of measuring:the direct current suppUed to. the

amphfying circuit by the current sensing means and providing a third signal,

5 indicative of the direct current suppUed to the amplifyi&g circuit, to the

analog-to-digital converter^ Preferably, in order to measure the direct

current supplied to the amplifying device the input port to the amplifying

device is disabled, to remove the effects of ariyrinput radio frequency signals,

without removing the bias voltage. The direct current suppUed to the

10 ampUfying circmt is determined by subtracting the direct current supplied to

other stages of the radio unit from the direct current supplied to the radio

. unit. The third signal is processed^at the; processing device to determine the

direct current supplied to the amplifying device. The direct current supplied

to the amplifying device is- then compared to a bias voltage output from the

15 digital-to-analog converter and the bias voltage output from the DAC
adjusted by the processing devicevimtiLa required bias voltage is reached. In

addition, the bias voltages .are ^preferably stored with corresponding levels of

direct current supplied to ^;he. amplifying device into a memory element which

is operably coupled to the processing device for future re-programming of bias

20 voltages of the amplifying device, : ;

Referring now to FIGj 3v a flowchart describing the method for

determining optimal bias voltages for an amplifying circuit, as shown in

either of FIGs 1 and 2 for example in the processing device 40 or the

processing device 78: rThe procesis is^nitiated when optimal bias voltages are

2 5 requested as shown in step 100,* The digital-to-analog converter output is set

to a pre-determined output voltage, i.e. zero volts, as in step 102. Any radio

frequency (RF) input to the amplifying circuit is disabled, as in step 104, and

the drain current Id supplied to-the amplifying circuit determined from the

voltage input to the analogue to digital converter, as shown in step 106 and

3 0 step 108: If the drain current Id i&less than the required bias current Ibias.

as in step 110, the bias voltage supplied from the digital-to-analog output is

increased, as shown in step 112^tgLnd the new drain current Id determined, as

shown in step 106 and:step 108. This process continues until the drain

current drain current Id is equal to or greater than the bias cuirent drain

3 5 . current Ibias, as in stepjlliO^-L^^en the drain cxirrent drain current Id has

; : reached this level thfe proGessing device sets the digital-to-analog converter
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output to the appropriate voltage, as in step 114, and the process of
determining optimal bias voltages is completed, as shown in step 116.

Thus an accurately biased amplifying circuit with a method of
optimally setting the gate bias voltage is provided. A programming means 60
IS also provided for remotely prograinming optimal gate bias voltage settings
in 'the field".
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Claims ^
, .

,

1. An ampUfying circiiit comprising: _
^ an amplifying device having an input, an output and a direct current

5 supply for providing direct current to the amplifying device,

a bias voltage input for setting a bias voltage at the input of the

amplifying device,

current sensing means for measuring the direct current supplied to the

ampUfying device and providing a first signal representative of the supplied

1 0 direct current, and

an analog-to-digital converter operably coupled to the current sensing

means for digitizing the first signal from the current sensing means to

provide a digitized first signal,

a processing device for processing the digitized first signal and
15 providing a digital bias voltage control signal,

a digital-to-analog converter for converting the digital bias voltage

control signal to an analog bias voltage control signal to adjust the bias

voltage at the input of the amplifying device.

20 2. An ampUfying circuit according to claim 1, wherein the current sensing

means comprises:

a shimt resistor operably coupled to the direct current supply of the

amphfying device for providing the first signal representative of the direct

current supplied to the amplifying device, and

25 a direct current amplifier for providing an amplified first signal to the

analog-to-digital converter.

3. An amplifying circuit according to claim 2, wherein the level of direct

current supplied to the amplifying device is calculated by dividing the voltage

3 0 signal measured at the input to the analog-to-digital converter by a resistive

calibration factor, and wherein the resistive calibration factor is equal to the

value of the shimt resistance in the current sensing means multiplied by the

voltage gsiin of the direct current amplifier.

3 5 4. An ampUfying circuit according to any of the preceding claims wherein
the processing device is coupled to a memory element for storing bias

voltages
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and corresponding levels of supplied direct current of the amplifying device.

5. An amplifying circuit comprising:.

a field-effect transistor having an input, an output, a direct cuirent
supply for providing direct current to the field-efifect transistor, and a bias

voltage input for setting a bias voltage at the input of the field-effect

ti-ansistor, '

a processing device for processing operational information of the field-

effect transistor and providing a bias voltage control signal, and
a digital-to-analog converter operably coupled to the bias voltage input

of the field-effect transistor for converting the bias voltage control signal to

an analog bias voltage control signal for adjusting the bias voltage input to

the field-effect transistor.

6. A programming means comprising:

a radio uiiit having a processing device for receiving commxmications
fi-om a remote controller and a direct current input for receiving direct

current,

a remote current sensing means operably coupled to the direct current
input of the radio imit for providing a second signal indicative of the direct

current supplied to the radio imit, and
a remote controller operably coupled to the processing device of the

radio unit and the remote current sensing means, for programming bias

voltage information into the processing device of the radio unit dependent
upon the level of the second signal.

7: A programming means according to claim 6, wherein the processing
device of the radioUnit is operably coupled to a memory element, for storing
bias voltage information, and the remote controller is a field programming
tmit for remotely programming bias voltage information into the memory
element. -

8. A programming means according to claim 6, wherein the processing
device of the radio unit is operably coupled to a memory element, for storing
bias voltage information, and the remote controller is a factory test system
for pre-programming bias voltage information into the memory element
during manufacture of the radio unit.
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9. A method of determining optimal bias voltages for an amplifying

circuit having an amplifying device with in^put^d output ports, a direct

current supply ^to the amplifying.device which is operably. coupled to a
current sensing means, an analogrto-digital; converter operably coupled to the
current sensing means, a processing device and a digital-to-analog converter
for providing a bias voltage to the ampUfying device, the method comprising
the steps of: . , :

; ,
. — -

. > . .

measuring direct current supplied to.the.amphfying circuit by the

cxirrent sensing means, /

providing a third signal, indicative of the direct current supplied to the

amplifying circuit, to the analog-to-digital converter,

processing the third signal at the processing device to determine the
direct current supplied to the amplifying device,

comparing, by the processing device, the direct current supplied to the
amplifying device to a bias voltage output from the digital-to-analog^
converter,

adjusting, by the processing device, the digital-to-analog converter

output imtil a required bias voltage is reached.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein th^ step ofmeasuring the direct

current supplied to the amplifying device from the measured analog-to-digital

converter input voltage level, further comprises the steps of:

disabling the input port to tlj^ amplifying device without removing the
bias voltage, and

subtracting the direct ciurent supplied to other stages of the radio
unit, from the direct cxirrent supplied to the radio unit, to determine the
direct current supplied to the amplifying circuit.

11. The method of claim 9 further .comprising the step of storing bias
voltages with corresponding levels of direct current supplied to the
amplifying device into a memory element operably coupled to the processing
device for future re-prograipmingof bias voltages ofthe amplifying device.
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